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The Cost of Living
 
You are being judged for every dollar you 
spend. You are judged on how, what, where, 
and on whom you spend your money. Whether 
by the watchful eyes of market analysts, or your 
friends and family, what you do with your mon-
ey is open for debate. You judge yourself on 
how you navigate spending and try to make the 
choices expected of you. These decisions are 
often a debate of quality over quantity and need 
over want. Lucia Hierro’s exhibition, titled “Cost 
of Living,” plays on the economic concept that 
quantifies the maintenance of a certain standard 
of living. This term, when taken out of its eco-
nomic context and placed in a community-run 
art space in the Bronx, stirs up more questions about its impact and defini-
tion. In a borough with a shifting demographic, retaining a certain standard 
of living might mean giving up the home you grew up in (1). Mirrored in 
Spanish, “El Costo de La Vida” is a simultaneous exhibition presented at the 
art fair, Independent, where the artist creates a dialogue between these op-
posing locations 
 

Currently working in the Bronx, Lucia Hierro’s work 
uses personal and specific narratives that explore 
broader economic structures (2). Large oversized 
receipts from chain stores such as CVS and Fine Fare 
stream down from the gallery ceiling, exposing per-
sonal purchases that most are shy to reveal. Through 
this humorous colloquial reference to the size of the 
CVS receipt, Hierro demands attention to the items 
she has bought. Purposefully highlighting ideas 
around maintenance of the body, in health and quali-
ty of life, it allows the audience to judge her personal 
expenditure decisions. In this instance, literal refer-
ences are made to the cost of living in survival against 

pleasure.



 
One of the collage fabric pieces,  
“Torrejitas de Yuca” portrays the ingredi-
ents used for a yucca dish-common items 
available in the Bronx that could disappear 
as traditions change.  Fundita Que Pesa, on 
view at Independent, a bag pinned against 
that wall holding images of corner shop 
owners indicates that awareness of the 
shifting tide. When thinking of the context 
of the making of these colorful and exag-
gerated objects, there is a sinister under-
tone implied by where and who is making 
them. Hierro’s placement and intention is 
not fate or contingent on her upbringing, 
but deliberate and a chronicle of the city. 

The shifting demographics in the Bronx has been the focus for the new wave 
of housing developments and, as a result, rising living costs (3). Many of 
these developers attempt cultural outreach and investment in community 
arts to lessen the blow of their presence4. However, is this line item a genu-
ine concern for the neighborhood or to make it more palatable for incoming 
residents? (4) It still does not change the fact that current residents are feel-
ing a steady rise in their cost of living. (5)
 
Presented in the gallery is a sculpture of a mattress leaning on the wall with 
an image of a couch printed onto it. The presence of this sculpture brings 
to mind a common image of discarded mattresses propped up along the 
streets. The couch preserved in plastic evokes memories of homes that the 
artist visited growing up in the Bronx and Washington Heights. The object 
aptly stirs up conversations about the shifting demographics in the Bronx. 
While these shards of modernist architecture poke through the fabric of the 
community, a new language of lifestyle and aspiration is presented. (6)



Though focal on her community and up-
bringing, Hierro is not shy to discuss the 
realities of aspired living—aspirational living 
in a sense of how we are told to live, what 
we should want to be, and how we should 
present that. Glowing back at us is a con-
stant bombardment of lifestyle ideals com-
municated through our phones, not only by 
calculated targeted marketing, but also by 
our friends and people we admire online.  
 
One of the still life works presented de-
picts a pair of OFF-WHITE designer shoes 
placed on top of an overdue utility bill. The shoes hint at a visual represen-
tation of wealth and style, while the utility bill the unseen representation of 
a living cost. This shows a conscious choice to appease to how one wants to 
be seen against dealing with basic needs. The works seem to ask ‘Why are 
these decisions made and who are they catered towards’?

It seems that almost every quarter an article is written about millennial ex-
penditure. The usual tell-all about how this market segment decides to 
spend their money. (7) A common trend is to think that this market segment 
is concerned with preserving their digital self. Carving out experiential 
hungry characters, these reports suggest that this demographic only finds 
meaning in satisfying their online persona. However, is this not how our 
market functions? Are we not beholden to our digital selves to allow us to 
access to our aspired lifestyle? How we decide to present ourselves online 
could make our career. You cannot escape from the fact that we are judged 
by these factors, and that established firms are molding themselves around 
it.



 
Indulging our nonphysical self for survival is not only beholden to millenni-
al expenditure on digital presence but also caters to the spiritual self. The 
mural created for the Independent Art Fair presents a common depiction of 
Jesus as a white man and an intercom; though an ordinary scene, it surfaces 
ideas of access and permission. The presence of religious symbols and ritual 
ephemera in these exhibitions introduces another concept of expenditure 
related to maintaining a standard of living. Hierro highlights this generation-
al similarity in her community by depicting these realities together, whereby 
one’s spending and involvement in the community-based religious activity 
are also a method of self-preservation. 
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